Publisher Correction: Gene regulation: c-Maf in CD4+ T cells: it's all about context.
In the version of this article initially published, two sentences in the seventh paragraph (which begins "To delve more deeply") had incorrect text: the seventh sentence (which begins "Moreover, the decreased") stated "treatment of the mice with a blocking antibody"; the next sentence (which begins "These data") stated "that in turn has important consequences...". The correct text is as follows: "treatment of the cells with a blocking antibody" (in the seventh sentence); and "in turn might have important consequences" (in the next sentence). Also, Fig. 1 included two errors: at the top right, the arrow from c-Maf to NFAT2 should be a dashed line with a 'T' end at the top (not an arrowhead), and the 'T' from NFAT2 to IL-2 below should be a downward arrow. The error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF version of the article.